Panel E: 1 15.45 – 16.15 Coffee Break
Panel E: 2 16.15 – 17.45 Plenary Session. “Globalizing Hayden White: A tribute to his work”, with Ewa Domanska, Paul Roth, María Inés La Greca; Room: MA433

Panel E: 3 17.45 – 18.15 Plenary Session. “The making of heritage”

Panel E: 4 18.15 – 19.45 Plenary Session. “Asian History”

Panel E: 5 19.45 – 21.00 Panel E: Future Histories II (Chair: Vic Delaunay; Room: MA432)

Panel E: 6 21.00 – 22.00 Conference dinner at restaurant Gasbacken
Monday 28/8
9.00 – 10.30 Plenary Session I (Chair: Berit Broberg, Room: MC410)
10.30 – 12.00 Plenary Session II (Chair: Maria Mudrovic, Room: MC410)
12.00 – 14.00 Lunch
14.30 – 16.30 Panel Session A
17.45 – 19.30 Plenary Session III (Chair: Arthur Chapman, Room: MC410)
Tuesday 29/8
9.00 – 10.30 Plenary Session I (Chair: Maria Mudrovic, Room: MC410)
10.30 12.00 Plenary Session II (Chair: Paul A. Kohls, Room: MC410)
12.00 – 14.00 Lunch
14.30 – 16.30 Panel Session B
17.45 – 19.30 Plenary Session III (Chair: Tjerk Griffioen, Room: MC410)

Panel A: Webs, and chemicals and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel B: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel C: Webs, and chemicals and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel D: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel E: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel F: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel G: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel H: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel I: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel J: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel K: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel L: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel M: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel N: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel O: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel P: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel Q: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel R: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel S: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel T: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel U: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel V: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel W: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel X: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel Y: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)
Panel Z: Manual movements, and some performed (Chair: Sontag Perkovic; Room: MC211)